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dure used for deriving these area functions has been described more extensively else- 
where (Lindblom, Pauli, & Sundberg, 1975). Recently, we added tongue tip parameters 
generating patterns for lifting, extentling, and retracting the tongue tip. Such tongue tip 
shapes have been combined with tlie tongue body shapes of our vowel model, and these 
tongue configurations have been combined wit11 different jaw openings. 

The area function anterior to the tongue tip co~istriction contains a cavity in most 
cases. The size of this cavity was analyzecl in a special experiment, described in detail 
elsewhere (Lindblom & Sundberg, in press). Briefly, we used this cavity as the volume 
of a Helmholtz resonator, the neck of which was a brass tube that a subject tightly held 
in his lip opening while articulating with the tongue tip in different, well-defined posi- 
tions. For each tongue position, the resonance frequency of the Helmholtz resonator was 
determined by sinewave excitation. Then, the sane lip tube was combh~ed with various 
well-defined volumes, and the resonance frequency was determined, also in this case by 
sinewave excitation. In this way, after correcting for temperature differences, the front 
cavity resonance frequencies could be interpreted in terms of volumes. 

The results showed that the cavity in front of the tongue tip constriction was often 
very large. This implies that the area function just before co~iiplete occlusion, i.e., the 
area function corresponding to tlie locus foniiant frequency values, contains a consider- 
able, abrupt change in vocal tract cross-sectional area. In our area functions, the cross- 
sectional area at the tongue tip co~lstriction was 0.16 cm2, while the section closest to it 
was up to 10.5 cm2. This is considerably more than the critical area ratio of 1:6, men- 
tioned in Fant (1960, p. 36). 

Since many sounds in running speech involve tongue tip constriction it would be de- 
sirable to have access to computational algorithms that are as easy to use as FORM- 
FREK, but as faithful a model of the acoustic processes as ACMOD. 

COMPARING ACMOD AND FORMFREK DATA 
As is explicitely stated in Liljencrants & Fant (1975), the FORMFREK program does not 
take abrupt changes in cross-sectional area into account. In such cases, the application 
of an internal length correction is recommended. This intemal length correction is given 
in Fant (1960), quoting Ingard (1953): 

This correction should be added as soon as the cross-sectional area step is greater 
than 6: 1. 

In our experiment, we added this length correction to the last, narrowest section of 
the tongue tip constriction. In a first series, we stuclietl the effect of the length correction 
in the front cavity anterior to the cotistriction, i.e.. in snlall Hehilholtz resotla1ot.s with 
different volumes and a neck of 1.04 cm2 cross-sectional area rmd I .c) cnl le~lptll. Thr 
resonances of these resonators were rneasured 011 ACMOD aticl computetl l ~ y  I;ORM- 
FREK with and without applying the internal length correction. FORMFREK ilssunles 
body temperature and, hence, a rate of sound propagation of 35 000 cm/s, while the 
ACMOD data were obtained at about 200 C. After appropriate temperature correction of 
the ACMOD data, Table I was obtained, demonstrating the effect of the internal length 
correction. 

* As was pointed out to us by Johan Liljencrants. personal communicalion, there is a 
misprinl in the formula in the Fru~t (1960) reference. 



Area next Volume ACMOD FORMFREK 
to neck Uncorr. Corr. 

(cm2) (cm3) (Hz) (%) (%) 

Table I. Change in calculated resorunce ji-equencies due to adding an internal 
length correction, according to Eq. ( I ) ,  to the neck of small Helmholtz res- 
onators with a fixed neck of length 2 cm and area I cnz2. 

As can be seen from the table, the calculated resonance frequencies are clearly higher 
than the ACMOD ___ data when . I_-_ no Gernal _- _ _ _--- end - correction is useLThe length correction in- 

- ---T----- - 
c r e a 6 t h e  agreement with the ACMOD data considerably, reducing it to an average of 
1.2%. However, the length correction seems somewhat too large for the greatest area 
steps and slightly too small for the smaller steps. Interestingly, the correction seems to 
be needed also in cases where the area step is less than 6: 1, as in the cases of area values 
3.2, 4.0, and 5.2 cm2; furthennore. it seems slightly too small in these cases ,Land  - 
large, however, the agreement between measured and computed resonance frequencies 
is quite satisfactory when the inner length correction is applied. From this we concluded 
that the inner length correction should be applied even for area steps as small as 3.2: 1. 

Using these results, we applied the length correction also to a series of complete area 
functions containing a variety of different front cavities. Table 11 shows the agreement 
between the ACMOD data and the FORMFREK data ohtained, a g a i ~ ~  nlilil mitl without 
the length correction. 

The effect of adding the length correction is always to lower the tesorlar1c.e frequen- 
cies, as we might expect from the fact that the tongue tip constricts the vocal tract at the 
front end. The errors which are sonletitnes quite substantial without the internal length 
correction are generally recluceci quite efficiently when the length correction is added. 
However, in some cases errors persist whicli may be the accumulated effect of the lim- 
ited accuracy of the hole dimensions in ACMOD. 
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Table 111. Effects of length axis symmetry in area functions given as formantfrequency 
shifts in ACMOD when the wasliers in the frorlt cavity were decentered, so as 
to model the situation in the mouth more realistically. Three different alter- 
natives (a,  b, c )  were tried in area function number I .  The forrnartts nzarked 
by * were particularly sensitive to perturbations of the front cavity. 

As it was of interest to find out if any formant was particularly sensitive to the vol- 
ume of the front cavity, the effect of a small reduction of this cavity was investigated 
too; a small lump of clay was inserted into the cavity. 

As can be seen from the Table, the effects are greatest on the first fonnant frequency, 
where they amount to 3% or less. The fonnant being particularly sensitive to the front 
cavity volume did not show any particular sensitivity to the decentralization. 

From the experiment it was concluded, that the length axis symmetrical arrangement 
of the area function elements in ACMOD does not introduce any rnajor fonnant fre- 
quency errors. Consequently, the asymmetric vocal tract area function can be accurately 
modelled also in a calculation program like FORMFREK. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This study has demonstrated the significance of adding internal length corrections in 
computing the formant frequencies of area functions containing abrupt changes in the 
cross-sectional area. Also, it has shown that the asymmetrical shape of vocal tract area 
functions does not have any major effect of the fonnant frequencies. 
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